[Evaluation of erythrocyte deformability in carriers of thalassemic trait with the Hanss' hemorheometer].
Red-cell deformability was assessed with the Hanss' haemorheometer in 63 carriers of the thalassaemic trait (20 beta and 43 delta beta). Impaired deformability (rigidity index 10.5 +/- 1.4) was present in 80% of the carriers of both beta- and delta beta-traits, as compared with a control group (rigidity index 8.7 +/- 0.6). No correlation was found between such indices and several parameters capable of influencing upon red-cell deformability, namely, MCV, MCH, RDW and MDA. The possibility of any impairment of lipid compounds in red cell membrane is suggested as a cause of decreased deformability in thalassaemia carriers.